
Phage Name: 
Your Name: 
Your Institution: 
Your email: 

Additional emails: 
 (For correspondence) 

Please check each box indicating completion of each task. If you are not sure how to do something,
please see the Online Bioinformatics manual page "How to Pass Preliminary Review".  

1. Does the genome sequence in your final contain the same number of bases and is it the
same as the posted sequence on phagesdb.org?

2. Are all the genes “valid” when you click the “validate” button?
3. Have the genes been renumbered such that they go sequentially from 1 to the highest

number?
4. Have all old BLAST hits been cleared, and all gene features reBLASTed?
5. Are the locus tags the"SEA_ PHAGENAME"?
6. Has the Documentation been recreated to match the information in the feature table?
7. Have tRNA ends been adjusted with web-based Aragorn and/or tRNAscan SE?
8. Has the frameshift in the tail assembly chaperone been annotated (where applicable?)

9. For the items below, generate a genome profile, and review the following.  For the

YourPhageName_CompleteNotes.dnam5 file:

a. Have any duplicate genes (or any with the same stop coordinate?) been removed?
b. Does every gene have one and only one complete set of Notes
c. Do the functions in the Notes match the official function list?
d. Are all three lines of functional evidence described for EVERY gene?
e. Do the notes contain the initial Glimmer/GeneMark data from the autoannotation?

For the YourPhageName .dnam5 file:
a. Have any duplicate genes (or any with the same stop coordinate?) been removed?
b. Is the Notes field empty (including hidden marks?)
c. Do the function names in the Product field either match the official function list or

say "Hypothetical Protein"?
d. Is the Function field empty (including hidden marks?)
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10. Did you use PECAAN to annotate your phage?
If, so please describe how in the text field  after question 11.

11. Describe any issues or specific genes that you were unable to satisfactorily resolve,
and warrant further inspection in the Quality Control review.

https://seaphagesbioinformatics.helpdocsonline.com/untitled-16

	Phage Name: JuicyJay
	Institution: Webster University
	Other emails: 
	email: vbrownkennerly64@webster.edu
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	13: Yes
	14: Yes
	15: Yes
	16: Yes
	Describe: My students used PECAAN to annotate all ORFs, to add or delete genes. I re-checked every ORF, re-BLASTED them all in PECAAN, and identified the single tRNA-1, and deleted the tRNA-2. Here are some notes and issues:ORF 31, 32:Tail Assembly Chaperone Frameshift = ORF 31 (start 20,222) to ORF 32 (start 20,847)• ORF 31 (start 20,222) appears to be the 1st ORF in a 2-ORF frameshift that makes a fusion protein. The last amino acid of the 1st half of the frameshift fusion is a Lys K (AAA) at nucleotides 20,741 - 20,743.  The 4th "A" base in the repetitive A string (nt 20,744) is skipped.  The first amino acid of the 2nd half of the frameshift fusion starts at nt 20,745 and is a Val V (GTG):   ... CCC AAA (A) GTG GCG GAC GCG ... The (A) shown is nt 20,744 which gets skipped.  That sequence encodes ... P K (-) V A D A ...  The PK are the last two amino acids of the 1st ORF (1st half) and VADA are the first amino acids of the 2nd ORF (2nd half). • ORF 32 (start 20,847) appears to be the 2nd ORF in a 2-ORF frameshift that makes a fusion protein. The last amino acid of the 1st half of the frameshift fusion is a Lys K (AAA) at nucleotides 20,741 - 20,743.  The 4th "A" base in the repetitive A string (nt 120,744) is skipped.  The first amino acid of the 2nd half of the frameshift fusion starts at nt 20,745, and is a Val V (GTG):   ... CCC AAA (A) GTG GCG GAC GCG ... The (A) shown is nt 20,744 which gets skipped.  That sequence encodes ... P K (-) V A D A ...  The PK are the last two amino acids of the 1st ORF (1st half) and VADA are the first amino acids of the 2nd ORF (2nd half).ORF 45:(start 40,016) is a bit of a mystery – synteny abounds, but only some name the gene, from all evidence looks like this is a sugar hydrolase. Notes: Most J phage annotated this orf as NKF, but Halley identifies this Pham as minor tail protein and Redo2 as lysin A, and HHPred hits to enzyme sialidase with 98% "probability" yet with a less than impressive E scores, best was 5x10^-5 to a bacterial C. tetani neurotoxin.  CDD shows a good hit to glucanase/lectinase and arabinase - but again though the 'probability' is high and E values are dismal. So, three pieces of evidence that this is homologous to a sugar hydrolase: LysinA, Sialidase, and Glucanase/Lectinase and Arabinase hits in various forms of evidence here. There is some cross homology (weak) between minor tail protein just upstream 2 orfs, and the N-terminus of this ORF. I think it's got CDD and HHPred data indicating it is a sugar hydrolase, like Lysin A as indicated in the Redno2 phage. Go, Redno2 !! :)ORF 113:*Added ORF 113: forward start 69612 – 70307 stop. Blast hits 100% homology with NihilNoman_123, a 231 amino acid protein. Adding ORF 113 also took care of a four really troublesome (dubious) ORFs in this region that all only existed in JuicyJay, toggled back and forth between forward and reverse singletons, and their BLASTs had yielded nothing. Since these four overlapped with our new ORF 113, I deleted them: see table below for details - the region of ORF deletion shows starts between nucleotides 69,781 - 70,434.ORF 218, 219:The reverse ORFs 218 and 219 (-13bp gap) both map to same Pham 61582: they are ORFS 233-234 in this old, original version of the JuicyJay genome on Phamerator.org). The same odd event is found in: Phoebus ORFs 228 and 229, and also occurs in: Hannaconda, Redno2, KashFlow, Halley... I am wondering if these could be stitched together in a frameshift situation, but no such event has been established or documented previously in annotated phages.ORF 172:tRNA-1 (single one found). Ran tRNA identification with Aragorn (v1.2.38) and with tRNAscan-SE (v2.0.6), parameters: tRNA genes with no introns, assumes linear topology, search will not wrap around ends, search both strands, use standard genetic code. Both programs only found one tRNA, not two. I kept tRNA-Gly(tcc) from outputs showed up ast tRNA-Ser(TCC) in DNAmaster - assuming the codon/anticodon difference. I deleted the second putative tRNA because it was not identified by either online program.Sixteen Deleted ORFs:Number. START Pham Orientation Logic1. 3740 21007 Reverse too small, big overlap or singleton2. 10608 None Reverse too small,  big overlap or singleton3. 15498 347 Forward too small, big overlap or singleton4. 18849 14626 Reverse too small, big overlap or singleton5. 53582 20350 Reverse too small, big overlap or singleton6. 55635 7066 Forward too small, big overlap or singleton7. 60884 14987 Reverse too small, big overlap or singleton8. 63528 15343 Reverse too small, big overlap or singleton9. 69781 22384 Forward SEE ABOVE, OVERLAPPED WITH NEW ORF_11310. 69941 338 Reverse See below11. 70394 6405 Reverse See below12. 70434 1711 Reverse See below13. 75751 13985 Forward too small, big overlap or singleton14. 80218 12558 Reverse too small, big overlap or singleton15. 98127 22140 Forward big overlap or singleton16. 109118 22231 Forward too small or singleton  
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